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Abstract—In distributed data stores, performance fluctuations generally occur across servers, especially when the servers are

deployed in a cloud environment. Hence, the replica selected for a reading request will directly affect the response latency. However,

replica selection is challenging in latency-critical data stores (e.g., key-value stores). Such data stores generally deal with small size

data, and clients have to select replicas independently. Even the state-of-the-art algorithm of replica selection (C3) still has

considerable room for improving the latency. According to our experiments, compared with C3, using the ideal replica selection

(Oracle) reduces the 99th latency by about 34-60 percent. In this article, we propose NetRS to address the fundamental factors that

prevent replica selection algorithms from being effective. NetRS is a framework that enables in-network replica selection for distributed

data stores. It exploits emerging network devices, including programmable switches and network accelerators, to select replicas for

requests. NetRS supports diverse algorithms of replica selection and is suited to the network topology of modern data centers.

According to our extensive evaluations, compared with the conventional scheme of clients selecting replicas for requests, NetRS

reduces the mean latency by up to 50.3 percent, and the 99th latency by up to 56.3 percent. Moreover, NetRS could effectively cut the

response latency even when unexpected events (e.g., workload changes, network device failures), and network congestion occur.

Index Terms—Replica selection, in-network computing, response latency, distributed storage

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE DISTRIBUTED data store is a vital component of
modern Web applications [1], [2], [3]. For such applica-

tions, minimizing the response latency is critical due to their
interactive nature. Even the poor tail latency in the data
store may have a dramatic impact on user-perceived laten-
cies because serving only one end-user request typically
requires hundreds or thousands of storage accesses [4].

In distributed data stores, e.g., Cassandra [5] and Dynamo
[6], the replica selection scheme plays an important role in
cutting response latency. The workloads of such data stores
are commonly read dominant [7]. For a reading request, rep-
lica selection has a direct impact on the response latency
under fluctuations of server performance, which are the
norm [8], [9], [10], [11].

We propose NetRS [12] to improve the replica selection in
large-scale data stores. NetRS is a framework that enables the
in-network replica selection in data centers. NetRS offloads
tasks of replica selection to programmable network devices,
including programmable switches (e.g., Barefoot Tofino [13])
and network accelerators (e.g., Cavium’s OCTEON [14],
Netronome’s NFE-3240 [15]). In addition to the control plane
programmability with Software Defined Networking (SDN)
switches [16], programmable network devices enable the data

plane programmability. Specifically, programmable switches
are able to parse application-specific packet headers, match
custom fields in headers and perform corresponding actions.
Network accelerators can perform application-layer computa-
tions for each packetwith a low-powermulticore processor.

Selecting replicas properly is challenging for large-scale
systems, in which, the concurrency of one server is much
smaller than the number of clients, and most of these end-
hosts are connected via multiple switches. Considering
that latency-critical data stores (e.g., key-value stores) typi-
cally deal with small size data [4] (e.g., 1KB), replica selec-
tion algorithms [5], [9] have to work in a distributed
manner to avoid the latency penalties of network commu-
nications or cross-hosts coordinations at the per-request
level. With the conventional scheme, each client is one
Replica Selection Node (RSNode). An RSNode indepen-
dently selects replicas for requests based on its local infor-
mation, including the data collected by itself (e.g., the
number of pending requests) and/or the server status pig-
gybacked in responses. Piggybacking data in response
packets is the typical approach to delivering server status
to clients. Piggybacking avoids the overheads of network
protocols due to not constructing separate network packets
for the status of a few bytes. The client-based RSNodes
may reduce the effectiveness of replica selection algo-
rithms due to the following two factors:

(i) A client is likely to select a poorly-performing server
for a request due to using stale server status. As cli-
ents rely on requests and responses to update local
information, the traffic flowing through a client
determines the recency of its local information. Con-
sidering that one client typically sees a small portion
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of the traffic, lots of clients will selects replicas based
on stale and limited local information.

(ii) Servers may suffer from load oscillations due to
“herd behavior” (multiple RSNodes simultaneously
choose the same replica server for requests) [9]. The
occurrence of “herd behavior” is positively corre-
lated to the number of independent RSNodes. Due
to the large number of clients, servers are highly
likely to suffer from load oscillations.

NetRS can effectively address these two factors. In data cen-
ters, as network devices (e.g., switches) are much fewer than
end-hosts, network devices can automatically gather traffic.
Hence, NetRS has two advantages over client-based replica
selection. First, compared with clients, a network device could
obtain more recent local information by gathering traffic. Then,
as RSNodes, network devices are more likely to choose better
replicas for requests. Second, NetRS could reduce the occur-
rence of “herd behavior” with fewer RSNodes as one network
device could select replicas for requests frommultiple clients.

Offloading replica selection to network is non-trivial,
there are following challenges:

(i) Determine the RSNodes Placement. In data centers, a
request from a client needs to flow through multiple
switches until arriving at the server. In fact, with SDN
forwarding rules, a request could flow through any
switches out of the default (shortest) network paths by
taking extra hops. Although any hop can be the
RSNode for a request, we should carefully determine
the placement of RSNodes to optimize the overall per-
formance and meet constraints of the system. Given
the high complexity of this placement problem, we
also need to quickly solve it to handle unexpected
events, likeworkload changes, switch failures, etc.

(ii) Keep Things in Network. NetRS should keep things in
network as much as possible. On one hand, it is
much easier for clients and servers of data stores to
take advantage of NetRS without knowing NetRS
internals (e.g., RSNodes placement). On the other
hand, NetRS could stay simple and avoid manage-
ment overheads, like coordinating a large number of
clients and servers when the RSNodes placement
changes, network devices fail, etc.

(iii) Accommodate Diverse Algorithms. First, NetRS should
integrate programmable network devices to meet
both computational and storage requirements of
diverse replica selection algorithms. Second, NetRS
should provide flexible interfaces for RSNodes col-
lecting necessary inputs of diverse algorithms. More-
over, algorithms may rank replicas according to
metrics determined by both the requests and their
responses, e.g., the number of pending requests.
However, a request and its response may flow
through different network paths (different sets of
switches) in modern data centers due to redundant
switches. Therefore, NetRS should be able to guaran-
tee that one request and its corresponding response
flow through the same RSNode.

In summary, our contributions include:

(i) Architecture of NetRS. We design the NetRS framework
that enables in-network replica selection for distributed

data stores. NetRS integrates the strengths of program-
mable switches and network accelerators by designing
flexible formats of NetRS packets and customizing
processing pipelines for each network device. More-
over, NetRS could support diverse replica selection
algorithms.

(ii) Formalization of RSNodes Placement. We use Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) to formalize the RSNodes
placement problem in the modern data center net-
work with a complex topology. Our formalization
comprehensively considers the requirements of rep-
lica selection algorithms, the NetRS’s utilization of
each network device, and the network overheads
caused by taking extra hops to RSNodes.

(iii) Algorithms of RSNodes Placement. We propose fast and
efficient algorithms to find an approximately optimal
solution for the RSNodes placement problem, which
is an NP-complete problem. With these algorithms,
NetRS could adaptively change the RSNodes place-
ment in case of workload changes, network device
failures, etc.

(iv) System Evaluation. We evaluate NetRS using simula-
tions in a variety of scenarios. Under open-loopwork-
loads, NetRS reduces the mean latency by up to
50.3 percent and the 99th latency by up to 56.3 percent
compared with client-based replica selection. Under
closed-loop workloads, NetRS improves the through-
put by up to 56.2 percent compared with client-based
replica selection.Moreover, NetRS can reduce latency
regardless of workload changes or RSNodes failures.

2 OVERVIEW OF NETRS

In this section, we describe the design of NetRS, how NetRS
exploits programmable network devices, and how NetRS
works in the network of modern data centers.

NetRS selects replicas using both programmable switches
and network accelerators. As the related hardware is new
and evolving, NetRS only relies on the basic and standard
abilities of these kinds of hardware. The feasibility of exploit-
ing these abilities are verified many times, lots of systems
relying on the same abilities have been deployed success-
fully (e.g., deep packet inspection [14], [15], in-network
cache [17], packets sequencing [18], [19], etc.).

The data center network generally uses a hierarchical
topology [17], [20], [21] as shown in Fig. 1. End-hosts are com-
monly organized in racks (each rack contains about 20 to 40
end-hosts). End-hosts in a rack connect to a Top of Rack
(ToR) switch. A ToR switch connects to multiple aggregation
switches for higher robustness and performance. The directly
interconnected ToR and aggregation switches fall into the
same pod, as do the end-hosts that connect to the ToR
switches in the pod. An aggregation switch further connects
to multiple core switches. Redundant aggregation and core
switches create multiple network paths between two end-
hosts that are not in the same rack.Moreover, due to thewide
adoption of SDN in data center networks, there is also a cen-
tralized SDN controller. The controller connects to all
switches via low-speed links.

The programmable switch provides both the fast packets
forwarding and customizable pipelines of packet processing
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at the data plane. With a customized pipeline, a switch can
recognize application-specific packet formats, match cus-
tom fields, and perform actions like adaptive routing and
header modifications. The network accelerator is able to per-
form general computations with a multicore (or manycore)
processor and several gigabytes of memory. Compared with
general-purpose CPUs, network accelerators are optimized
for packets processing: (i) the network accelerator supports
fast Direct Memory Access (DMA) between ingress/egress
ports and internalmemory, (ii) it supports fast packets distri-
bution among processing cores, (iii) it supports hardware
accelerations for typical operations in packets processing,
e.g., patternmatching. A network accelerator can easily satu-
rate the bandwidth of an Ethernet port (40 Gbps-100 Gbps),
and the Round-Trip Time (RTT) between a switch and its
accelerator is low (about 2.5us for a 1KB packet) [17].

NetRS is a hardware/software co-design framework that
enables in-network replica selection for distributed data
stores. Fig. 1 shows the NetRS architecture. The basic unit of
NetRS is the NetRS operator, which is a collection of hard-
ware and software. The hardware part is similar to the hard-
ware model proposed in IncBricks [17], which consists of a
programmable switch and a network accelerator attached to
the switch. A switch could belong to multiple NetRS opera-
tors if there are multiple accelerators attached to the switch.
Switches are responsible for filtering NetRS related packets
and forwarding them to appropriate accelerators if necessary.
Accelerators are responsible for performing application-layer
computations (e.g., replicas ranking). NetRS has to use such a
hardwaremodel because the programmable switch only sup-
ports simple operations, e.g., reading from memory, writing
to memory, to keep the high speed of packet forwarding. The
software part includes NetRS rules, the NetRS monitor, and
the NetRS selector. While all switches have NetRS rules, the

NetRSmonitor only resides on the ToR switch, and theNetRS
selector runs on the network accelerator.

When a packet arrives, the switch determines the next
hop for the packet according to NetRS rules (detailed in
Section 5.2). In the case that a switch forwards the packet
(or the packet’s clone) to the network accelerator, the NetRS
selector would (i) choose a replica server for the packet if
the packet is a request of data store or (ii) use the packet to
update local information if the packet is a response of data
store (detailed in Section 5.3). The NetRS monitor collects
traffic statistics (detailed in Section 5.4).

NetRS aims to cut the response latency in data stores by
making full use of accelerators in the data center network. In
data centers, multiple applications share the links, switches
and network accelerators. NetRS should minimize their
impacts on other applications to efficiently share network
devices with them. Therefore, NetRS should be able to limit
its bandwidth overheads and its utilization of accelerators.
According to these constraints, the network topology and
traffic statistics collected by NetRS monitors, a NetRS con-
troller finds a placement of RSNodes that maximizes the
overall system performance (detailed in Section 3). In NetRS,
we call the placement of RSNodes as the Replica Selection
Plan (RSP). Given an RSP, the NetRS controller first turns the
RSP into NetRS rules and updates the NetRS rules on corre-
sponding switches (detailed in Section 4). Then switches will
route packets according to the placement of RSNodes deter-
mined by theNetRS controller.

3 RSNODES PLACEMENT PROBLEM

This section states the problem of RSNodes placement in
modern data centers. We provide a detailed description of
the problem, then formalize the problem using Integer Lin-
ear Programming (ILP). At last, we propose a heuristic algo-
rithm that finds approximately optimal solutions.

3.1 Problem Description

We consider the problem by first dividing requests into dif-
ferent traffic groups. Then the Replica Selection Plan (RSP)
specifies the NetRS operator that works as the RSNode for
requests of each traffic group. The granularity of dividing
requests is a key aspect of the RSP, and the typical candidates
of the granularity are: (i) request-level group (one request as a
group), (ii) host-level group (requests from the same host as
a group), (iii) rack-level group (requests from the same rack as
a group). Finer-grained traffic groups provide more flexibil-
ity in making the RSP. However, finer-grained traffic groups
(i) require more efforts to find the optimal RSP due to larger
solution space, and (ii) introduce more overheads when car-
rying out an RSP in data center network because of network
devices dealing with more cases. In fact, for the request-level
group, per-request level coordinations are unavoidable
because every request introduces a new group to the RSP.
Hence, NetRS does not consider the scenario of using the
request-level group. In this paper, we focus on the scenario
of dividing requests based on host-level groups, rack-level
groups or any intervening-level groups (requests from sev-
eral end-hosts in the same rack as a group).

The placement problem of RSNodes is an optimization
problem of assigning each traffic group’s RSNode to a NetRS

Fig. 1. An overview of the NetRS architecture.
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operator. We have the following optimization goals to cope
with the two factors (detailed in Section 1) that hurt the effec-
tiveness of replica selection algorithms.

� Goal 1: Maximizing the recency of local information
for an RSNode.

� Goal 2: Minimizing the occurrence of “herd behavior”.
There are also constraints as follows:

� Constraint 1: There should be only one RSNode for
each request.

� Constraint 2: NetRS’s utilization of each network
accelerator should be limited.

� Constraint 3: The total amount of extra hops to RSNo-
des that requests take should be limited.

Constraint 1 exists because replica selection algorithms typ-
ically rely onmetrics correlatedwith decisions of replica selec-
tion (e.g., the number of a server’s pending requests). Hence
performing replica selection multiple times for one request
could make the RSNode, whose decision is not the final one,
uses incorrect input values to select replicas for following
requests. Furthermore, selecting a replica for each request at
multiple NetRS operators introduces unnecessary latency
overheads. It is because the request has to wait for replica
selectionmultiple times while the final RSNode overwrites all
previous decisions. We use Constraint 2 to prevent NetRS
from overusing each network accelerator. On one hand, high
utilization of a network accelerator will make requests wait a
long time for replica selection. On the other hand, considering
that multiple applications share network accelerators, NetRS
should not use a network accelerator excessively. Constraint 3
enables the trade-off between the flexibility of making RSP
and the network overheads of taking extra hops. If the
RSNode for requests of a traffic group is located in a NetRS
operator, which is out of default network paths of these
requests, the requests should take extra hops to reach the
RSNode. Extra hops introduce latency overheads and occupy
extra resources of the shared data center network.

3.2 Problem Formalization

We formalize the problem of RSNodes placement as an Inte-
ger Linear Programming (ILP) problem. In order to achieve
Goal 1 and Goal 2, we minimize the number of merged RSNo-
des in the ILP problem. Amerged RSNode is a union of traffic
group’s RSNodes located in the same NetRS operator. Each
merged RSNode independently selects replicas and RSNodes
in onemerged RSNode share local information. There are two
advantages to using fewer merged RSNodes. First, the aver-
age traffic flowing through onemerged RSNodewill increase.
As RSNodes use requests and responses to update local infor-
mation, a merged RSNode could obtain more recent informa-
tion on average. Second, as the occurrence of “herd behavior”
has a positive correlation with the number of independent
RSNodes, we could avoid “herd behavior” as much as possi-
ble byminimizing the number ofmergedRSNodes.

Suppose P is a binary matrix that shows the RSP. If we
perform replica selection for requests of the traffic group gi
at the NetRS operator oj, Pij will be set to 1, and 0 otherwise.
D is a binary vector that shows the distribution of merged
RSNodes among all NetRS operators. If a NetRS operator oj
works as an RSNode for requests of any traffic group, then
Dj will be set to 1, otherwise 0.

Suppose R is a binary matrix that describes the relation-
ship between traffic groups andNetRS operators, for a traffic
group gi and a NetRS operator oj, if oj is in default network
paths that are between the end-host of gi and any end-host of
another pod,Rij will be set to 1, otherwise 0. In the multi-tier
topology of the data center network described in Section 2,
suppose end-hosts of the traffic group gi connect to the ToR
switch sgi. We could determine Rij based on following rules:
(i) if oj is in the tier of core switches, thenRij ¼ 1; (ii) if oj is in
the tier of aggregation switches,Rij ¼ 1 only when oj and sgi
are in the same pod, and Rij ¼ 0 otherwise; (iii) if the oj is in
the tier of ToR switches, then Rij will be set to 0 except that
the switch of oj is located in sgi, whichmakesRij ¼ 1. We can
determineR according to the network topology.

Suppose T is a matrix that describes the traffic composi-
tion of each traffic group. In the multi-tier network described
in Section 2, we define the tier ID of a NetRS operator as the
minimum number of connections between the NetRS opera-
tor and any node in the top tier (the tier of core switches is
the top tier). According to the highest tier that requests flow
through with the default network paths, the requests of a
traffic group fall into 3 categories: the Tier-2 traffic (commu-
nication between end-hosts in the same rack), the Tier-1 traf-
fic (communication between end-hosts in the same pod but
in different racks), and the Tier-0 traffic (communication
between end-hosts in different pods). For a traffic group gi,
Tik is its Tier-k traffic. We can get T from traffic statistics col-
lected byNetRSmonitors (Section 5.4).

Suppose a NetRS operator oj could perform replica selec-
tionwithout introducing significant delay or impacts on other
applications if NetRS’s utilization of its accelerator is under
Uj. Then the maximum traffic Tmax

j , which use the NetRS
operator oj as the RSNode, should be under Ujc

ac
j =t

ac
j , where

cacj is the number of cores in the accelerator and tacj is themean
service time of selecting replica. Due to using a separate traffic
threshold Tmax

j for each NetRS operator, our formalization of

RSNodes placement is suitable for scenarios of sharing accel-
erators with other applications. NetRS could effectively
exploit the underloaded accelerators by setting higher traffic
thresholds for them.

We limit the total amount of extra hops by a constant E.
When calculating the number of extra hops, we consider the
difference of total forwarding times between going through
the RSNode and going directly to the server. For example,
for Tier-2 traffic, if the RSNode lies in the tier of core
switches, then the amount of extra hops for one request is 4
(a request will be forwarded once to get to the server with
the default network path, and going to the RSNode makes it
be forwarded 5 times, hence the extra hops of the request is
4 ¼ 5� 1). We can get Tmax

j and E from system administra-
tors, who determine the values based on policies of resource
allocation for applications and the system running status.

Suppose tðxÞ is a function that returns the tier ID of a
NetRS operator ox or a traffic group gx (the gx’s tier ID is
same as the tier ID of the NetRS operator, to which end-
hosts of gx directly connects), and hði; jÞ ¼ tðiÞ � tðjÞ.

The description of the ILP problem is as follows.

Minimize :
X

Dj (1)
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Subjects to :

8i; 8j : Pij 2 f0; 1g; Dj 2 f0; 1g (2)

8i; 8j : Dj � Pij � 0 (3)

8i; 8j : Rij � Pij � 0 (4)

8i :
X

Pij ¼ 1 (5)

8j :
X

Pij

XtðiÞ
k¼0

½Tik�
 !

� Tmax
j (6)

X
Pij

Xhði;jÞ
k¼0

½2ðhði; jÞ � kÞTiðtðiÞ�kÞ�
 !

� E: (7)

Among the constraints of the ILP problem, Equation (2)
suggests that P and D contain only binary elements,
Equation (3) guarantees that a NetRS operator is consid-
ered as an RSNode if it selects replica for any traffic group,
Equation (4) reduces the solution space by forbidding a
request to flow from the tier to its lower tier before the request
reaching its RSNode. Such a restriction help to avoid
extra hops that form loops between tiers. Finally,
Equation (5) , (6) and (7) correspond to Constraint 1, Constraint
2 and Constraint 3, respectively. Besides the 3-tier topology
shown in Fig. 1, the formalization is applicable to n-tier
(n 2 f1; 2; . . .g) tree-based topologies of data center network.

3.3 Heuristic Algorithm

In modern data centers, there are typically hundreds of
switches and thousands of hosts. For large-scale systems, it
would take hours to solve the ILP problem, which is an NP-
complete problem. However, In practice, we need to deter-
mine the RSP in a timely manner to handle unexpected
events (e.g., workload changes). Hence, we propose a heu-
ristic algorithm to quickly find an approximately optimal
RSP. Our algorithm uses a step-by-step strategy to deter-
mine the RSNode for each traffic group sequentially.

We design the heuristic algorithm according to the obser-
vation that NetRS operators located in upper tiers (operators
having smaller tier ID) are able to aggregate more traffic.
Hence, in order to minimize the number of merged RSNo-
des, our algorithm increases the chance of merging RSNodes
by trying to migrate RSNodes from a lower tier to an upper
tier. The algorithm also performs horizontal and downward
migration to avoid violations of constraints. Due to con-
straints, we cannot migrate all RSNodes to the upper tier.
The algorithm should postpone the upward migration of
RSNodes that potentially provides fewer benefits on merg-
ing RSNodes. (i) For an RSNode, if the upper tier traffic of its
corresponding traffic group is less than a threshold tup, we
should postpone its upward migration because migrating
the RSNode could introduce toomany extra hops.

Considering that the total amount of extra hops is limited,
we may migrate more RSNodes to the upper tier by not
migrating this one. With a smaller tup, the algorithm may
make better decisions at the expense of responsiveness. We
can set the tup according to the limitation of extra hops, e.g., a
smaller tup under a stricter limitation; (ii) Suppose we have
already migrated some RSNodes to the upper tier. For an

RSNode, if none of those “migrated RSNodes” could be
migrateddownward andmergedwith theRSNode,we should
postpone its upwardmigration. For example, if none of RSNo-
des in the Tier-0 is of Pod-1, then we should postpone migrat-
ing Pod-1 RSNodes from Tier-1 to Tier-0 (an RSNode being of a
Podmeans that the RSNode selects replicas for traffic from cli-
ents in the Pod). This rule reduces the chance of splitting a
merged RSNode for multiple traffic groups into two (only
migrating a part of themergedRSNode to the upper tier).

The details of our algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.
When the traffic statistics of a group are updated, Algorithm 1
first checks whether the total amount of extra hops exceeds
the threshold E (Constraint 3). It avoids violating Constraint 3
by migrating the corresponding RSNode downward (lines
2-3). Then Algorithm 1 prevents the traffic flowing through
onemergedRSNode frombeing too high (Constraint 2) by hor-
izontally or downward migrating the RSNode (lines 4-8). If
there is no constraint violations, Algorithm 1 tries to migrate
the RSNode upward and looks for opportunities of merging
RSNodes (lines 9-15). If the upward migration is denied, we
horizontally migrate the RSNode to merge RSNodes in the
current tier (lines 11, 14).

Algorithm 1. Update Replica Selection Plan

Params: g (traffic group with newly reported traffic statis-
tics), t (traffic statistics for g), r (RSNode for g), c
(threshold of multi-confirm times), od (destination
NetRS operator for r)

1 Function UpdateRSPðt; r; cÞ
2 if Violate Constraint 3 then
3 od = DownwardMigration(r); return od
4 if Violate Constraint 2 then
5 od = HorizontalMigration(r);
6 if No RSNode is located in od then
7 od = DownwardMigration(r)
8 return od
9 od = UpwardMigration(r);
10 ifUpward migration cannot (potentially) reduce merged RSNo-

des then
11 od = HorizontalMigration(r); return od
12 if Upward migration of r should be postponed then
13 if c > confirmed times of migrating r then
14 od = HorizontalMigration(r);
15 return od
16 end Function

In Algorithm 1, we consider that upward migrating an
RSNode has the potential of reducing merged RSNodes
when at least one of the following cases is true. Suppose the
RSNode is currently assigned to the NetRS operator o. (i)
We could migrate all RSNodes in NetRS operator o to the
upper tier without introducing new merged RSNodes. In
this case, we may be able to eliminate one merged RSNodes
by migrating all its RSNodes to the upper tier in the future.
(ii) We could migrate all RSNodes in NetRS operator o and
RSNodes in other x NetRS operators to the upper tier while
introducing no more than x new merged RSNodes. In this
case, we allow upward migration even when there is no
RSNode in the upper tier.

We design a mechanism called multi-confirm to post-
pone an upward migration. Suppose c is the threshold of
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multi-confirm times. For an RSNode whose upward migra-
tion should be postponed, we perform the migration only if
Algorithm 1 determines to migrate the RSNode to the upper
tier c times in a row. Before Algorithm 1 determines to
upward migrate an RSNode for the c-th time, traffic statistics
of other groups should have been reported so thatAlgorithm1
can make a more informed decision. Under this premise, we
should minimize c as Algorithm 1 could be less responsive
with a larger c.

4 NETRS CONTROLLER

In this section, we first introduce an exception handling
mechanism (Section 4.1) that ensures the high availability of
the data store. Then we show how the controller determines
the RSNodes placement (Section 4.2) and deals with failures
of NetRS operators (Section 4.3).

4.1 Exception Handling Mechanism

NetRS uses a mechanism of Degraded Replica Selection
(DRS) to handle exceptions. The DRS requires that clients
should provide a target replica for each request as a backup.
If the DRS for a request is enabled by the NetRS controller,
NetRS will route the request to the backup replica provided
by the client. The NetRS controller enables the DRS for each
traffic group independently by updating NetRS rules of
NetRS operators without interactions with end-hosts.

Currently, the DRS is necessary for the following scenar-
ios. (i) No feasible RSP exists. If there are some traffic
groups that we cannot find NetRS operators as their RSNo-
des without violating the constraints, the RSNodes place-
ment problem in Section 3 would have no feasible solution.
In this case, we could enable the DRS for some traffic groups
so that a feasible RSP exists for the rests. Considering that
enabling DRS for a traffic group will lead to additional
RSNodes, the number of traffic groups using the DRS
should be as small as possible. Moreover, the traffic of a
group using DRS should be high to prevent clients from
selecting poorly-performing replica servers, which hurts the
tail latency. Hence, the NetRS controller turns DRS on for
groups with the highest traffic until finding a feasible RSP.
(ii) A NetRS operator does not work as expected, e.g the
NetRS’s utilization exceeds the threshold due to workload
changes. The NetRS controller will enable the DRS for some
traffic groups that use the NetRS operator as RSNode. (iii)
The NetRS operator working as an RSNode fails.

4.2 Determining RSNodes Placement

The NetRS controller needs some inputs to determine the
RSNodes placement, including (i) traffic statistics of each
traffic group, specifically, each tier’s traffic in a traffic group;
(ii) The maximum traffic that is allowed for using each
NetRS operator as an RSNode; and (iii) the maximum
amount of extra hops allowed. These inputs may change
due to many causes. The NetRS controller is able to detect
input changes due to causes, like changes of workloads, fail-
ure of clients, by monitoring the traffic at each NetRS opera-
tor. The NetRS controller could also subscribe to events of
the system to detect input changes. For example, in the vir-
tualized environment, the migration of virtual machines
may imply the remapping of clients and servers to end-

hosts, which leads to traffic changes of each traffic group.
The system should notify the NetRS controller for some
input changes, like changes of resource allocation policies.

Given the required inputs, the NetRS controller can use
two approaches to determine the RSP. On one hand, the
controller can get the RSP by solving the ILP problem with
an optimizer (e.g., Gurobi [22], CPLEX [23]). Using this
approach, when inputs have changed, the controller first
enables DRS for involved traffic groups to avoid constraint
violations. Then it waits for the optimizer to solve the ILP
again. On the other hand, the controller can use Algorithm 1
to determine the RSP. With this approach, the controller first
initializes the RSP by placing RSNodes in NetRS operators
of lower tiers (there should be no constraints violation). For
example, the controller could specify the NetRS operator(s)
co-located with the rack’s ToR switch as the RSNode for
requests from the rack. Then, the controller optimizes the
RSP by migrating RSNodes according to Algorithm 1. Con-
sidering that Algorithm 1 optimizes the RSP by strategically
migrating RSNodes to upper tiers, the NetRS controller has
to go through this procedure again (first initializes and then
optimizes the RSP) when inputs have changed.

4.3 Fault Tolerance

The NetRS framework is able to handle failures of NetRS
operators. We assume the NetRS controller be always avail-
able because (i) it is not on the critical path of accessing the
data store, and (ii) it could be highly available with standbys.

Algorithm 2. Update Replica Selection Plan When Fail-
ures Occur

Params: Rf (set of RSNodes located in failed NetRS opera-
tors), Of (set of failed NetRS operators), Tmax

o (max
traffic that can use NetRS operator o as RSNodes),
or (destination NetRS operator for RSNode r)

1 Function FailureUpdateRSPðRf;OfÞ
2 for r in Rf do
3 Enable DRS for traffic group of RSNode r
4 for o in Of do
5 Tmax

o = 0
6 for r in Rf do
7 or = HorizontalMigration(r);
8 if There is no feasible or then
9 or = DownwardMigration(r)
10 Update the RSP (placing r in or)
11 end Function

The NetRS controller monitors the availability of NetRS
operators. On one hand, if the failed NetRS operator is not
an RSNode, the NetRS controller does nothing because the
failure will not affect the replica selection of NetRS. How-
ever, the NetRS controller will prevent unavailable NetRS
operators from becoming RSNodes while determining a
new RSP. As there are lots of mature mechanisms [20] that
make the data center network highly available, we assume
that the failures do not affect packets routing. On the other
hand, if the failed NetRS operator works as an RSNode for
some traffic groups, the NetRS controller enables the DRS
for corresponding traffic groups. Since network devices are
highly reliable [24] and updating NetRS rules only takes
about a few milliseconds [18], failures of NetRS operators
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should not significantly affect the system availability. How-
ever, due to not taking full advantage of NetRS, the system
may experience sudden performance degradation.

Tominimize the impact of failures of NetRS operators, we
propose Algorithm 2 to quickly find an alternative RSP
when failures occur. Algorithm 2 first enables DRS for RSNo-
des in failed NetRS operators to minimize the impact of fail-
ures on the system availability (lines 2-3). Then Algorithm 2
sets the maximum traffic allowed using a failed operator as
an RSNode to 0 so that no RSNode would be assigned to
them (lines 4-5). For each RSNode in failed operators, we
search an alternative operator for it by first trying to migrate
it horizontally and then downward (lines 6-10). Algorithm 2
does not perform upward migration. If the NetRS controller
determines the RSP by solving the ILP problem, then allow-
ing upwardmigration makes the placement of RSNodes that
are located in failed operators another ILP problem and solv-
ing it could be time-consuming. If theNetRS controller deter-
mines the RSP using Algorithm 1, then Algorithm 1 should
be the one to handle upwardmigrations.

5 NETRS OPERATOR

This section describes the NetRS operator. We first intro-
duce the packet format of NetRS (Section 5.1). Then, we
show the processing pipeline of a programmable switch
according to NetRS rules (Section 5.2), and the working pro-
cedure of a NetRS selector running on the network accelera-
tor (Section 5.3). Finally, we present how NetRS monitors
collect traffic statistics (Section 5.4).

5.1 Packet Format

The packet format plays an important role in propagating
information. Clients, servers, switches and network acceler-
ators should agree to the common format. As stateful
network protocols (e.g., TCP) introduce latency overheads,
recent latency-critical data stores [17], [25] generally use
stateless network protocols (e.g., UDP). Some data stores in
production environments also exploit UDP-based network
protocols to cut latency overheads for reading requests [4].
Considering that the goal of NetRS is to reduce the read
latency in data stores, we design the packet format of
NetRS in the context of UDP-based network protocols.
Moreover, network devices could parse packets more effi-
ciently with UDP protocol due to not maintaining per-flow
states. There are two design requirements for the packet
format. (i) It should be flexible and adapt to diverse replica
selection algorithms. (ii) It should keep the protocol over-
heads low.

NetRS packets are carried in the UDP payload. In order to
reduce bandwidth overheads of NetRS protocol, we use sep-
arate packet formats for requests and responses to carry dif-
ferent information. Fig. 2 shows the packet format of request
and response, respectively. The request and response packet
have the following common segments:

� RID (RSNode ID): [2 bytes] The ID of a NetRS opera-
tor, which works as the RSNode for a request or the
corresponding request of a response.

� MF (Magic Field): [6 bytes] A label that indicates the
type of a packet.

� RV (Retaining Value): [2 bytes] A value set by the
RSNode for a request, and the value in a response
will be the same as the value in its corresponding
request. An RSNode could exploit this segment to
collect request-level data. For example, an RSNodes
may set the retaining value of a request using the
timestamp of the request sent, and then the RSNode
will know the response latency of the request when
its corresponding response arrives. The usage of this
segment depends on the needs of the replica selec-
tion algorithm.

� Application Payload: [variable bytes] The content of a
request or a response.

The segment only in the request packet is as follows:

� RGID (Replica Group ID): [3 bytes] The ID of a replica
group. A NetRS selector obtains all replicas that can
handle the request by querying its local database of
replica groups with the RGID. The size of the data-
base is small because latency-critical distributed data
stores typically use consistent hashing to place data.
Using RGID make the headers of a packet fixed-
sized and irrelevant to the number of replicas. The
fixed-sized headers are more friendly for switches to
parse packets. In the case of server failures, clients
can inform the NetRS selector of the availability of
each corresponding replica through RGID. In the last
x bits of RGID, if the ith bit is 0, the NetRS selector
will exclude the ith replica for selection.

Segments only in the response packet are as follows:

� SM (Source Marker): [4 bytes] A value indicating the
network location from which a response comes.

� SSL (Server Status Length): [2 bytes] The length of the
piggybacked status of the server in a response.

� SS (Server Status): [variable bytes] The piggybacked
status of the server in a response.

5.2 NetRS Rules

The NetRS controller updates NetRS rules of each NetRS
operator based on the RSP. Each NetRS operator relies on its
NetRS rules to forward packets to the right place. The proc-
essing pipeline of a programmable switch includes two
stages: ingress processing and egress processing. NetRS rules
are a part of the ingress processing pipeline. Fig. 3 shows the
procedure of ingress processing according to NetRS rules.
Packets fall into 3 categories: non-NetRS packet, NetRS
request, and NetRS response. The switch uses the segment of
a magic field in a packet to determine the type of a packet. A
non-NetRS packet will directly enter the regular ingress proc-
essing pipeline and go towards its target server. A switch
only applies NetRS rules to NetRS packets, including NetRS
requests and responses.

The NetRS controller assigns a unique ID (a positive inte-
ger) to each NetRS operator and uses this ID to represent
each NetRS operator in the RSP. The NetRS operator stores

Fig. 2. Packet format of NetRS for the request and the response.
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its ID locally in the programmable switch. The segment of
RSNode ID in a NetRS packet stores the ID of a NetRS oper-
ator that works as the RSNode.

When a NetRS packet arrives, the programmable switch
will first match the packet’s RSNode ID segment. If the
RSNode ID is not in the switch’s local ID(s), then the switch
will forward the packet to the next hop towards the
RSNode. Otherwise, if the RSNode ID is the same as one of
the local ID(s), the switch will perform corresponding oper-
ations based on packet type. If the packet is a NetRS request,
it will be forwarded to the network accelerator which runs
the NetRS selector. The network accelerator will transform
the NetRS request to a non-NetRS packet, and send the
packet back to the switch (Section 5.3).

When a NetRS response arrives, the switch will first send
a clone of the packet to the network accelerator, and then
push the packet to the regular pipeline of ingress processing
with a modified magic field ofMmon, which also labels it as a
non-NetRS packet. The magic field of Mmon makes the
packet recognizable by NetRS monitors (Section 5.4). By
cloning the packet of NetRS response, we could avoid the
latency overhead of packet processing in accelerators.

As the RSP and traffic groups are agnostic to end-hosts,
clients of the data store are unable to determine the RSNode
ID for NetRS requests. With the network topology described
in Section 2, NetRS uses ToR switches to set the RSNode ID
for each NetRS request. Compared with switches of other
types, a ToR switch has extraNetRS rules for NetRS requests,
which could (i) match the source IP of a packet and get the
traffic group ID, and (ii) set the RSNode ID according to the
traffic group ID. For the NetRS response, the ToR switch has
NetRS rules to set the segment of source marker, which is
required by the NetRS monitor (Section 5.4). A NetRS
response does not need to obtain the RSNode ID from the
ToR switch because the server will copy the RSNode ID from
its corresponding request to the packet of response.

In order to enable the DRS for a traffic group (Section 4.1),
the NetRS controller just tells the corresponding NetRS oper-
ator to set an illegal RSNode ID (e.g., -1) to packets of the traf-
fic group. If a NetRS packet has an illegal RSNode ID, the
ToR switch will label it as a non-NetRS packet by setting
fðMdrsÞ to its magic field, where fð�Þ is an invertible function.

NetRS assumes requests of single packet. As the main
content of a reading request is the data’s name, which is

typically very small [7], a reading request can usually fit a
single packet well. NetRS is able to handle responses of
multiple packets. With NetRS, servers only need to label the
last packet in a response as a NetRS response and label
others as non-NetRS packets.

5.3 NetRS Selector

The NetRS selector is responsible for performing replica
selection and maintaining corresponding local information.

For a NetRS request, the NetRS selector determines the
target replica server for the packet based on local informa-
tion. When a NetRS request arrives from the co-located
switch, the NetRS selector will first extract the Replica
Group ID from the packet. Then the NetRS selector looks up
the local database to determine replica candidates and
selects a replica from the candidates. The NetRS selector
will rebuild the packet with the selected replica server and
the necessary retaining value. Moreover, while rebuilding
the packet, the NetRS selector also specifies the magic field
to fðMrespÞ; fðMrespÞ 6¼ Mreq;Mresp, whereMreq andMresp are
constant values that label the NetRS request and response,
respectively. The server will set the magic field in the last
packet of a response to f�1ðmÞ, where m is the magic field
value of the corresponding request. This mechanism guar-
antees that (i) the server marks the last packet in a response
as a NetRS response, only if its corresponding request had
flowed through a NetRS selector; (ii) the NetRS monitor
could recognize the response of a request using DRS (for a
packet with magic field Mdrs, the ToR switch will set the
source marker and modify the magic field to Mmon). Finally,
the NetRS selector will send the rebuilt packet to the switch.

For a NetRS response, the NetRS selector will update
local information according to the piggybacked information
in the packet and then abandon the packet.

5.4 NetRS Monitor

The NetRS monitor collects traffic statistics of each traffic
group. We deploy the NetRS monitor as a bunch of match-
action rules in egress pipelines of the ToR switch.

We should answer two questions for designing the NetRS
monitor. First, when should the data collection happen (the
time point that a packet enters or leaves the network)? Sec-
ond, what kind of packets (requests or responses) should the
NetRS monitor concern? In NetRS, we choose to collect data
when a response leaves the network. The reasons are as fol-
lows. (i) A request does not carry the replica selected by
NetRS when it first enters the network. (ii) For a ToR switch,
requests leaving the network may be of any traffic group,
so are responses that first enters the network. Considering
that each traffic group requires separate match-action rules
(counters), collecting such packets introduces lots of burdens
to a switch. In comparison, responses leaving the network
are of traffic groups associatedwith the rack.

TheNetRSmonitor filters packets based on themagic field.
NetRS rules ensure that the NetRS monitor can recognize
responses of the data store. When a response enters the egress
pipeline of a ToR switch, the NetRS monitor first determines
the traffic group based on its destination IP. Then, themonitor
updates the corresponding counter according to the source
marker. Each ToR switch has a unique source marker that

Fig. 3. NetRS rules within ingress pipelines of a programmable switch.
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depends on its network location. A source marker contains
two components: the pod ID and the rack ID. A ToR switch
could determine whether a packet is from the same pod and/
or the same rack by comparing the source marker in the
packet to the local one.

6 EVALUATION

We conduct simulation-based experiments to extensively
evaluate the NetRS framework. We do not evaluate with
NetRS with a small-scale prototype because NetRS concen-
trates on the difficulties in performing in-network replica
selection in the context of datacenter-scale systems. In order
to conduct large-scale experiments, the common practice is
using simulations.

6.1 Simulation Setup

In our experiments, we use the simulator from C3 [9], which
simulates clients and servers of a data store. In order to eval-
uate the NetRS framework, we extend the simulator to sim-
ulate network devices. The simulated network is a 16-ary
fat-tree (3-tier) [21] containing 1024 end-hosts. Each switch
has one network accelerator attached to it.

We set major parameters in our evaluation based on the
experimental parameters in C3 [9]. The service time of a
server follows exponential distribution while the mean
value (tkv) is 4 ms. Each server could process NpðNp ¼ 4Þ
requests in parallel. The performance of each server fluctu-
ates independently with an interval of 50 ms. The fluctua-
tion follows the bimodal distribution [26] with the range
parameter d ¼ 4 (in each fluctuation interval, the mean ser-
vice time could be either tkv or tkv=d with equal possibility).
Data objects are distributed across NsðNs ¼ 100Þ servers
according to consistent hashing with a replication factor of
3. There are 200 workload generators in total, and each
workload generator creates reading requests based on the
Poisson process, which could approximate the request
arrival process of Web applications with reasonably small
errors [27]. For a request, the workload generator chooses
an accessing data object out of 100 million data objects
according to the Zipfian distribution (the Zipf parameter is
0.99). For each experiment, the data store receives 6 million
requests. By default, there are 500 clients sending requests
without the demand skewness (in other words, the number
of requests issued by each client is evenly distributed).

We set the parameters of network devices based on the
measurements of real-world programmable switches and
network accelerators in the paper of IncBricks [17]. Specifi-
cally, the RTT between a switch and its attached network
accelerator is 2.5us. We consider using low-end network
accelerators. Each accelerator has 1 core and the processing
time is 5us. The network latency between two switches that
are directly connected is 30us.

We perform the simulation with the above parameters by
default, unless otherwise noted. Clients and servers are ran-
domly deployed across end-hosts [28], and each host only
has one role [29]. We repeat every experiment 3 times with
different deployments of clients and servers. We compare
the following schemes (in all schemes, RSNodes select rep-
lica using the C3 algorithm [9], which is state-of-the-art). C3
aims to minimize the product of queue length and service

time across each server. Each RSNode estimates the status
of a server according to the queue length and the service
time piggybacked in responses, the number of the server’s
pending requests from the RSNode (prs), and the number of
independent RSNodes in the system. C3 tries to avoid the
“herd behavior” of RSNodes by ranking replicas accounting
prs. C3 penalizes long queues by amplifying the estimated
queue length of each server with a cubic function.

� CliRS: A commonly used replica selection scheme in
latency-critical data stores [5], [6], [30], [31]. With
CliRS, clients work as RSNodes and perform replica
selection for requests.

� CliRS-R95: For primary requests, CliRS-R95 is the
same as CliRS. However, if a primary request has
been outstanding for more than the 95th-percentile
expected latency, the client will send a redundant
request [8].

� NetRS-ToR: Using the NetRS framework for replica
selection with a straightforward ToR-based RSP,
which specifies the NetRS operator co-located with
the rack’s ToR switch as the RSNode for requests
from the rack.

� NetRS-ILP: Using the NetRS framework for replica
selection with an RSP determined by solving the ILP
problem of RSNodes placement.

� NetRS-ADP: Using the NetRS framework for replica
selection with a ToR-based RSP initially, and then
the NetRS controller adaptively optimizes the RSP
using Algorithm 1.

� Oracle: Each client selects replica with the minimal
ts � qs, where ts and qs is the service time and queue
length of a server, respectively. Oracle is only a theo-
retical scheme. Clients using Oracle are able to
obtain the instantaneous ts and qs of each server.

6.2 Results and Analysis

This section provides experimental results in a variety of
scenarios. Under open-loop workloads, considering that the
system throughput is fixed, we concentrate on the response
latency of system. By default, the aggregate arriving rate of
requests (A) corresponds the 90 percent system utilization

( t
kvA

NsNp
), which is low considering the perfermance fluctuation

( 2
1þd

tkvA
NsNp

¼ 36%). Under closed-loop workloads, we evaluate

the throughput of system with different concurrency levels.
In our deployment, U ¼ 25 and E ¼ 10 percent A, where U
is the maximum NetRS’s utilization allowed for an accelera-
tor, and E is the maximum amount of extra hops.

6.2.1 Response Latency Under Open-Loop Workloads

Oracle outperforms other schemes in reducing response
latency. It is because, compared with other schemes, Oracle
uses the most recent status of servers. Clients are able to
avoid selecting poorly-performing servers and reduce the
occurrence of “herd behavior”.

In most cases, using CliRS-R95 will result in a dramatic
increase in response latency. It is because the extra loads of
redundancy will make a small portion of servers over-
loaded due to the skewed workloads. Fig. 4 and 5 do not
show bars exceeding the respective latency thresholds.
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When no unexpected event occurs, the latency with
NetRS-ADP is comparable to the latency with NetRS-ILP.

Impact of the Number of Clients. Fig. 4 shows the response
latency comparison of all schemes when the number of cli-
ents ranges from 100 to 700.We observe the following things.
(i) NetRS-based schemes outperform CliRS, and NetRS-ILP
shows the best performance. Compared with CliRS, NetRS-
ILP reduces the mean latency by 34.9-50.3 percent and the
99th latency by 35.7-56.3 percent. Compared with NetRS-
ToR, NetRS-ILP reduces the mean latency by 34.4 percent
and the 99th latency by 34.1 percent on average. (ii) With
CliRS, both the mean and tail latency increase as the number
of clients grows. However, the response latency roughly
remains unchanged with NetRS-based schemes regardless
of changes in the number of clients. The underlying reason is
that, with NetRS-based schemes, the number of RSNodes is
irrelevant to the number of clients. Since each client works
as an RSNode with CliRS, these experiments also validate
our analysis that more independent RSNodes lead to worse
replica selection and performance penalties.

Impact of the System Utilization. Fig. 5 shows the impact of
the system utilization on response latency for all schemes of
replica selection. We run the experiments with the system

utilization ( t
kvA

NsNp
) ranging from 30 to 90 percent. Compared

with CliRS, NetRS-ILP reduces the mean latency by 15.5-49.4
percent and reduces the 99th latency by 9.8-54.7 percent.
Compared with NetRS-ToR, NetRS-ILP reduces the mean
and 99th latency by 15.4-37.2 percent and 9.6-37.7 percent,
respectively. We make the following observations. (i) With
all schemes, the response latency increases as the system uti-
lization grows. It is because the higher utilization suggests
the more severe contention of resources and the longer
queueing latency, which none of these schemes could avoid.
(ii) Compared with CliRS, NetRS-based schemes introduce
more reductions in response latency in the region of higher
utilization. The underlying reason is that the severe conten-
tion of resources will amplify the impact of bad replica selec-
tion on the response latency. (iii) CliRS-R95 outperforms

other schemes in cutting the tail latency when the utilization
is low. With low utilization, the impact of extra loads due to
issuing redundant requests is negligible.

Impact of Unexpected Workload Changes. Fig. 6 shows the
response latency comparison of different schemes when
unexpected workload changes occur (the system utilization
increases from 50 to 90 percent). While using NetRS-ILP, the
NetRS controller enables degraded replica selection for some
traffic groups so that the unexpected workload changes will
not cause any constraints violations. While using NetRS-
ADP, the NetRS controller initializes the RSP with a ToR-
based RSP and optimizes the RSP according to Algorithm 1.
Comparedwith CliRS, NetRS-ADP reduces themean latency
by 47.5 percent and the 99th latency by 52.8 percent. Com-
pared with NetRS-ILP, NetRS-ADP reduces the mean
latency by 16.2 percent and the 99th latency by 25.1 percent.
NetRS-ADP outperforms NetRS-ILP because it avoids con-
straints violationswithout enablingDRS.

Impact of NetRSOperator Failures. Fig. 7 depicts the response
latency comparison of two approaches to handle failures of
NetRS operators thatwork as RSNodes. (i) ENABLE-DRS ena-
bles DRS for traffic groups that using the failed operator
as RSNode. (ii) ALTER-RSP find an alternative RSP using
Algorithm 2. For experiments using the NetRS-based scheme,
they start with an RSP determined by solving the ILP prob-
lem. Then, after clients have issued about 1/5 of all requests, a
NetRS operator that works as an RSNodes fails. Compared
with CliRS, the NetRS-based scheme reduces the mean and
99th response latency whatever the approach to dealing with
failures. Compared with ENABLE-DRS, ALTER-RSP reduces
the mean and 99th latency by 18.8 and 20.3 percent, respec-
tively. The performance gain of using ALTER-RSP is due to
not relying on DRS for traffic groups that use the failed opera-
tor as RSNodes.

Impact of Network Congestion. Fig. 8 shows the response
latency comparison of different schemes under network con-
gestion. In the experiments, the latency of a switch can be 3ms
due to congestion. The congestion status of a switch changes
dynamically. We compare an extra scheme, ProxyRS, which
uses a centralized end-host as the RSNode. In this scenario,
NetRS can also significantly cut the latency both on average
and in the tail. Compared with ProxyRS, using NetRS-ILP
reduces the 99th latency by 14.4 percent, the average latency

Fig. 4. The comparison of latency with varying number of clients.

Fig. 5. The comparison of latency with varying system utilization.

Fig. 6. The comparison of latency with workload changes.

Fig. 7. The comparison of latency with NetRS operator failures.
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by 34.4 percent. ProxyRS is able to provide comparable tail
latency with NetRS-ILP due to selecting better replicas. How-
ever, since requests should go through long network paths,
using ProxyRSmakes themean latency higher.

Impact of Accelerator Utilization. Fig. 9 shows the impact of
the accelerator utilization on response latency. In the experi-
ments, we use the NetRS-ADP scheme of replica selection
with accelerator utilization ranging from 0.0 to 25 percent.
The NetRS-ADP turns into CliRS when the utilization is
0.0 percent. We can observe that the latency is lower with
higher accelerator utilization at first, however, further
improving the utilization doesn’t help reduce the latency. It
is because, an accelerator could accommodate more RSNo-
des with a higher utilization threshold, which helps to
reduce the number of RSNodes in the system. However,
when there are only a few RSNodes, further reducing RSNo-
des has negligible impacts on the response latency.

6.2.2 Throughput Under Closed-Loop Workloads

Fig. 10 shows the throughput comparison of different rep-
lica selection schemes when the concurrency level of work-
load varies from 200 to 800. Compared with CliRS, NetRS-
ADP improves the throughput by 37.4-56.2 percent. We
observe that better replica selection has a more significant
impact on throughput at lower concurrency levels. In order
to improve the throughput, the system has to make full use
of available replicas. A higher concurrency level implies
that there are more requests in the system, which makes it
easier to keep all corresponding replicas busy. Hence, at
higher concurrency levels, NetRS-ADP and Oracle have
fewer advantages over CliRS.

In summary, (i) NetRS could effectively improve the per-
formance of data stores compared with selecting replica by
clients; (ii) a proper RSNodes placement plays an important
role in the performance improvement of NetRS; (iii) redun-
dant requests are only suitable for scenarios of low utiliza-
tion; (iv) NetRS is robust against unexpected events and
network congestion.

7 RELATED WORK

Tolerating Performance Variability. The approaches to dealing
with the time-varying performance of servers fall into two

categories: redundant requests and replica selection. On one
hand, redundant requests are used pervasively to reduce
response latency. Google proposes to reissue requests to
reduce latency and use cross-server cancellations to reduce
redundancy overheads [8]. Vulimiri et al. [32] suggest that the
use of redundant requests is a trade-off between response
latency and system utilization. Shah et al. [33] and Gardner
et al. [34] provide theoretical analyses on using redundant
requests to reduce latency. On the other hand, replica selection
is also an indispensable part of distributed systems.
Mitzenmacher [35] proposes the “power of two choices” algo-
rithm,which sends a request to the serverwith a shorter queue
out of two randomly chosen servers. Dynamic Snitching [5] is
the default replica selection strategy of Cassandra, which
selects replica based on the history of reading latencies and I/
O loads. C3 [9] is the state-of-the-art algorithm of replica selec-
tion, which could effectively reduce tail latency compared
with other algorithms. These works are orthogonal to NetRS.
NetRS focuses on improving the effectiveness of replica selec-
tion via performing replica selection in data center network.

In-Network Computing. In-network computing is widely
used to enhance the performance of data stores. NetC-
ache [36] caches hot data within programmable switches to
balance loads of backend servers. IncBricks [17] builds an
in-network cache system that works as a cache layer for
key-value stores. Different from NetRS, which deals with
the performance fluctuation of servers, these works leverage
in-network computing to address the problem of workload
skewness in data stores.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper presents NetRS, a framework that enables in-
network replica selection for latency-critical data stores.
NetRS exploits programmable switches and network acceler-
ators to aggregate tasks of replica selection. Compared with
client-based replica selection, NetRS significantly reduces the
response latency. NetRS could support various replica selec-
tion algorithms with the flexible format of NetRS packet and
the customized processing pipelines of each network device.
We formalize the problem of RSNodes placement with ILP in
the context of data center networks. We also propose algo-
rithms to quickly find an approximately optimal solution to
this NP-complete placement problem. Moreover, NetRS is
able to handle exceptions, e.g., failures of network devices.
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